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Kassel. The energy monitoring and efficiency analysis software 
é.VISOR created by the Limón GmbH in Kassel was named one 
of the best solutions for Green IT at the IT Innovation Award 
ceremony organized by the German Mid-sized Companies Ini-
tiative. CEO Dr. Mark Junge commented, “We are proud to have 
such a prestigious jury recognize our software’s potential.” 
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Energy monitoring software é.VISOR among the top  
IT solutions in 2012

Under the patronage of IBM, the “Initiative Mittelstand” (Mid-sized Companies Initiati-
ve) has conferred the IT Innovation Award to companies with highly useful and innova-
tive IT solutions since 2004. This year’s jury, consisting of 120 professors, scientists, 
industry representatives, and IT journalists, selected the 20 most innovative solutions 
in several categories to receive the title “Best of 2012”.

The energy monitoring and efficiency analysis software é.VISOR created by the Limón 
GmbH was particularly convincing to jurors in the Green IT category and is thus among 
the finalists of more than 2500 submissions. In 2012, Green IT was the most popular 
category for applications, underlining the significance of é.VISOR’s place in the top 
three.

Energy management systems are quickly gaining importance. In addition to constantly 
rising energy prices, ever more stringent environmental regulations, and the decision 
to acquire certification according to DIN ESO 50001, countless positive examples show 
how energy management systems can yield considerable savings. To do so, however, 
the managers in a company must have reliable key data and integrated energy efficien-
cy indicators.
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The energy monitoring system é.VISOR created by the Limón GmbH not only collects 
relevant energy and production data; it also allows for the calculation of ratio data and 
an analysis of energy efficiency at the touch of a button.

“Moreover, é.VISOR supports relevant processes in the energy management context,” 
Dr. Junge adds, “making é.VISOR one of the key tools for improving energy efficien-
cy!” These were likely the points that convinced the jury as well as numerous satisfied 
customers.

Limón GmbH is one of the leading German providers of services and solutions for 
energy efficiency in industrial applications. From energy efficiency analyses to concept 
design and planning, Limón aids manufacturing companies every step of the way.

For more information, please visit our website at  www.limon-gmbh.de


